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ABOUT US
Welcome to House of Shen, a London based design and manufacturer of stylish and exclusive
accessories. We design and supply a quality range of high-end products, which include handbags,
stationary, watches and small appliances. With emphasis on luxurious design, we aim to please
customers with discerning taste. Our range of products is extensive and increasing all the time,
we invite you to look at our range on

. We look forward to forming

relationships with quality retailers in the high street and online.
Our excellent customer service ensures satisfaction from the point of order through to successful
delivery. As a full member of AIS (Associated Independent Stores) we meet their high standards,
and we can meet yours. We are pleased to invite you to visit us.
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Designer
recommendation
House of Shen leather bags are
designed to withstand ma n y y e a r s o f
use whilst still looking new and
stylish.
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LEATHER BAGS
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Minimalist metal handle leather bag

HG336Bla

This high quality leather bag is
stylish, simple and very practical.
The body is made of first thick
layer of rawhide, revealing the
simple beauty of natural leather. It
is equipped with metal handle and
leather shoulder strap, which is the
perfect clothing matching item in
formal office environment as well
as casual space.
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N E W C O LO U R

HG336Yb

HG336Wi

HG336G
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FEATURES
Made of thick first
layer leather
MATERIALS
100% Full-Grain
Leather
Copper metal handle
Fine canvas inner bag
DIMENSIONS
Width: 13"
Height: 9.4"
Depth: 5.1"
Weight: 2lbs.

Quality
products
at a
sensible
price
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Hand-crumpled leather handbag
This leather bag is hand-crumpled with high-quality first layer of natural rawhide, and the fold texture of leather is
amazing. Each bag is unique. The surface of the leather bag is as if it has been touched for a long time, with era texture,
concise appearance and retro style. It is a unique leather bag that gets more temperament the longer you use it.
D7161Yb

D7161Wi
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FEATURES
The leather pleated
texture is amazing
each one is unique
MATERIALS
Hand-crumpled high
quality head layer of
leather
Imitation old rivet
DIMENSIONS
Width:13.2"
Height: 11"
Depth: 2.8"
Weight: 1.8lbs.
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Hand-crumpled
leather handbag
This large capacity tote bag is equipped
with a wide canvas belt with adjustable
length. The whole bag is made of large
first layer of rawhide, which surface is
delicate and flexible. The appearance
with simple lines, without unnecessary
complex decoration, looking capable
and fashionable, which is suitable for
urban women with various styles of
clothing practical model.
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FEATURES
High-capacity
Whole leather
Surface is fine
and flexible
MATERIALS
100% Full-Grain
Leather
Wide canvas shoulder
DIMENSIONS
Width: 11"
Height: 13.5"
Depth: 9.1"
Weight: 2lbs.

175050Yb

175050Blu
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I LOVE SAMPLE
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Our natural leather handbag is pretty much the coolest.

GD-026R

GD-026Y

GD-026G

GD-026Bla
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Color doctor bag
This small doctor bag is with color collocation of the traditional style and fashion. The bold design even
tie-in simple dress can make you become the focus of the streets. The rawhide surface is in full color and
thick texture. The bag can be carried by hand as well as shoulder, holding all your belongings, which is
convenient, practical, and indispensable to the new season fashion item.

GD-028R

GD-028Bla

GD-028Y
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HG550Bla

HG550G

HG550T

The design of this little suitcase is
inspired by the classic leather
suitcase, and the whole suitcase is
handmade by artisans. The square
body is decorated with beautiful
metal rivets and hand-stitched
thick stitches, and the belt buckle
and corner are made of bright
orange and brown leather material,
forming a color effect full of
design sense with the bag body,
showing a fashionable atmosphere
in retro. It's a charming little
suitcase with a large interior for
carrying a lot of belongings, which
is the latest favorite for
fashionistas and can be used as an
accessory in a variety of outfits.
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Roll up double shoulder bag
This large-capacity backpack has a unique rolled-up cover for a
casual and sensual look. The cover is fastened with a snap,
which is easy to open and has plenty of room for carrying
items on short trips. The leather of the bag is soft and delicate,
thick and textured. It is made of very high-quality first layer of
natural rawhide and has a variety of soft and beautiful colors
for choice. Moreover, the design of its shoulder straps
highlights exquisite workmanship and chic details, making it a
backpack that combines fashion and practicality perfectly.
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181126Yb

181126Blu
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FEATURES
Big size
Soft cortex
Adjustable strap
Rolled up bag cover
MATERIALS
100% Full-Grain
Leather
Copper rivets
DIMENSIONS
Width: 8.7"
Height: 14.6"
Depth:7.5
Weight: 2.7lbs.
Front

Back
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This art-style messenger bag, large in volume and neutral in
style, can be worn with personalized clothing by both men
and women. The leather of the bag is hand-colored by
artisans, and a special distressed effect is made to highlight
the sense of age and art. With its first layer of natural
rawhide and characteristic wide canvas straps, it's a
messenger bag that gets textured the longer you use it.

Cost: £64.99
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HG810Yb

HG810Db

FEATURES
Big size
Soft cortex
manually colored
by craftsmen

MATERIALS
100% Full-Grain
Leather
Used two collision
color leather

DIMENSIONS
Width: 13"
Height: 8.7"
Depth:5. 9"
Weight: 2lbs.
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This unique diamond argyle leatherspliced bag is made by splicing and
stitching with triangular leather pieces one
by one, which is complicated and timeconsuming to make. The diamond argyle
structure on the surface of the bag forms a
flexible sense of lines and folding surface.
With the brass metal handle, it shows
fashion and avant-garde temperament in
the classic. Each piece of leather is
different in color, texture and depth, and
the light shines on the bag to create a rich
and vivid change, forming a unique visual
experience.
Cost: £58.99
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This tote bags in chic design, with a leather strap wrapped handle and body connected together. The
buckle and bag body uses two kinds of the leather color, looking in unique artistic style. The bag body
is in shape of concise square, made of whole piece of thick rawhide, highlighting the natural texture of
first layer of tanned rawhide. Hand dyed by craftsmen, one is a deep green like a lake, while the other
is a vintage yellowish brown that provides an interesting contrast to the bag handle.
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HG1306Blu

DIMENSIONS
Width: 11.8"
Height: 9.5"
Depth: 4.7"
Weight: 1.8lbs.
FEATURES
Big size
Whole texture thick cowhide
Adjustable strap
Interior pocket

HG1306Yb

MATERIALS
100% Full-Grain
Leather
Used two collision
color leather
Metal buckle
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This bucket bag of artistic temperament is equipped with thick leather rope handle in primary color. The connection
between the handle and the bag body is designed with two nifty folds, which are sealed with handmade closing line,
beautiful in looking and firm in using. The body of the bag presents a lovely arc slightly up warped, and the overall
shape is round and compact, which can easily carry mobile phones, drinking glasses, glasses and other personal
items. The body of the bag is made of first thick layer of rawhide, and hand-colored by artisans with a special
distressed effect. The leather surface is treated with oil and wax, presenting delicate luster and smooth feel, which is
a fashionable and chic casual bag with textured look.
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FEATURES
Two nifty folds
Soft cortex
Hand-sewn closing
line sealing
MATERIALS
100% Full-Grain
Leather
Copper rivets

HG221G

HG221Yb

DIMENSIONS
Width: 8.3"
Height: 7.1"
Depth:5. 9"
Weight: 1.3lbs.
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160782Lb

160782G

Warm soothing colors, exquisite and rich
texture of leather, smart and simple
appearance. Opening and closing
controlled by belt insertion, which is
simple and convenient in using. It's
perfectly sized with perfect feeling
experience once holding it in the hand. It
can be used as hand bag as well as mini
backpack, with internal design of multi
layer structure for convenient
classification to place your belongings,
which is a lovely, elegant and durable bag.
160782Yb
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This exquisite handbag is made of soft and delicate first layer of rawhide. The color is soft and charming. It can
be used as a clutch for a party and make user feel great in the hand, or it comes with a thin strap that can be used
as a mini backpack for any occasion with your spring/summer dresses.

171060Yb

171060Blu

171060G
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Belt buckle style tote
leather handbag
This tote bag in chic design, with a leather
strap wrapped handle and body connected
together, looking with unique, cool and
fashion style. Concise in rectangular modelling
and convenient in all your belongings, which
is truly functional and practical. Surface of the
bag is made of whole piece of high quality
rawhide, highlighting the natural texture of
first layer of tanned rawhide. It is also
equipped with a long shoulder strap for using
as a shoulder bag.
HG650Yb
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FEATURES
The leather buckle
strap is cool and
fashionable
The tote bag is made
of a whole piece of
high-quality cowhide

HG650Db
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Contact us
Tel：+44 (0) 7497662348
Marketing and business:
houseofshen.marketing@jin-uk.com
Sales and orders:
houseofshen.sales@jin-uk.com
General inquiries:
admin@jin-uk.com
Website:
www.jin-uk.com
www.houseofshen.co.uk
Facebook: @houseofshenuk
Instagram: houseofshenculture
Whats App: 07497662348
Company address:
Studio 44, Riverside Building, Trinity
Buoy Wharf, London, E14 0FL
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